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 ASTM F-1427, CPSC 16 CFR 1513
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HARDWARE AND TOOL DIAGRAM
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Furniture Care Instructions 

Room Climate Control   
Wood, when first cut contains more than 50 percent water. When it is prepared for furniture  

construction it is placed in a Kiln and the moisture content is brought down to 8 to 10 percent. Wood  
is porous and responds to its environment. If the room has high humidity it will absorb it and expand  
and if the humidity is low it will lose moisture and shrink.   

     It is important that the humidity levels in the room be controlled from extremes of too much  
humidity or too little. Furniture should not be placed close to air-conditioning outlets, fire places,  
radiators, space heaters, humidifiers or dehumidifiers. Exposure to extreme variations of  
temperature and humidity can damage any fine wood product.   

The Ideal Environment for Fine Furniture  
  erutarepmet a ta dellortn oc si tnemnorivne sti nehw  smelborp rewef evah lliw erutinruf doow eniF    

between 65 and 75 degrees and a relative humidity between 35 and 40 percent. Wood placed in an  
environment outside of those limits can and will shrink or expand and may develop some small 
cracks which are not material or structural defects.  

Sticking Doors and Drawers  
With the minor changes in temperature and humidity doors and drawers may swell and be  

difficult to open or close. Tolerances have been built into the units but extreme conditions may still  
cause sticking. This will adjust back to normal over time but until it does consider using a  
dehumidifier or rub candle wax or paraffin on the sides that stick.   

Avoid Direct Sunlight   
Keep the furniture out of direct sunlight. Ultraviolet rays will fade colors and in some cases  

darken them. It can also cause crazing or hair  line cracks in the finish. White finishes will yellow 
naturally over time and exposure to direct sunlight will hasten this natural process along with some  
woods darkening naturally  over time; this is not considered to be a quality defect.   

Proper Storage  
If you need to put your furniture in storage for any period  of time do not store them in a damp  

basement or hot dry attic. Allow air movement around the furniture and do not stack anything on it.   

In General  
Protect furniture surface from hot or extremely cold items.  
Use coasters under hot or cold beverages  
Do not use synthetic fabric under accessories or lamps  
Protect tops from pens, markers and crayons 

  .hsinif erutinruf eht egamad nac sm eti detnecs rehto dna irruoptop morf sliO
Do not drag items acro ss the surface of the furniture.   
Allow the surface to breath by rotating your accessories and lamps.   
Do not over polish the furniture, do it only two or three times a year. Over polishing can  
distort the natural finish of the product.   
Do not wax the furniture as wax build up can destroy the natural finish of the product.   

  sgel ot egamad diova ot ti gard ro  hsup ton oD .tinu eht tfil syawla erutinruf gnivom nehW
Keep the furniture level so doors and drawers open and close freely.   
Clean with a damp, not wet, cloth. Use only  a mild soap. Do not use abrasive cleaners.  
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* Never allow a child under 6 years on upper bunk.
* Use only mattress which is 75" long and 39" wide on twin size upper bunk.
* Must use Bunky mattress or Bunky board which is 75" long and 39" wide on twin size upper bunk.
* Ensure thickness of mattress and foundation combined does not exceed 6” and mattress is at 
least 5” below upper edge of guardrails.
* Periodically check and ensure that the guardrail, ladder, and other components are in their 
proper position, free from damage, and that all connectors are tight.
* Prohibit horseplay on or under bed(s)
* Prohibit more than one person on upper bunk.
* Prohibit jumping on the bed.
* Always use the ladder for entering and leaving the upper bunk.
* Do not use substitute parts. Contact the dealer for replacement parts.
* Use of a night light may provide added safety precaution for a child using the upper bunk.
* Always use guardrails on both long sides of the upper bunk. If the bunk bed will be placed next to
 the wall, the guardrail that runs the full length of the bed should be placed against the wall to prevent
 entrapment between the bed and wall.
* The use of water or sleep flotation mattresses is prohibited.
* Do not exceed 150 lbs on upper bunk.
* Weight limitation: 150 lbs
* Follow the information on the warnings appearing on the upper bunk end structure and on the carton. 
* Do not remove warning label from the bed.
* Strangulation hazard: never attach or hang items to any part of the bunk bed that are not designed for use
 with the bed; for example, but not limited to, hooks, belts, and jump ropes.
* Keep these instructions for future reference

WBB01-00
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Enter our monthly giveaway!
Simply scan the QRcode to register.

Chat with us!
For any questions or concerns or feedback.

1532, S. Washington Avenue
Piscataway, NJ 08854

E-mail: info@dreamonme.com

www.dreamonme.com

Follow us on

to get your nursery featured on our social media.
@dreamonmeinc @dreamonmeinc


